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2010 Cliffhanger It's funny because I don't normally have these kinds of problems but there is always a first time for everything.
My iPhone 3GS caught on fire the other day and exploded. Though I did not lose anything, it left a fairly large, pretty bad
smelling, mass on the floor and a rather burnt-looking iPhone 3GS. (I guess I should say this happened in my apartment, one
where I have cats and kids and it smells like cat food every time they have a meal, and my bed is always full of clothes and
plants. :)) Even though it seemed like it was at the end of the world, I was on the verge of tears as I cleaned up my smell and
then tried to recover my 3GS. And then I realized that I am not on my way to heaven yet. I have a dead iPhone. I'm not on my
way to anything. There's a world outside of the phone, I won't be able to text or email or even do some of my favorite iphone
things. My phone is broke and so I can't talk to lots of people and I won't be able to do all of the things that I've gotten used to
doing every day. The world will keep turning and the days will pass and I will always have my iPhone. But it is not my life. It's
just the phone. It just sits there looking at me.Sammy Smyth Sammy Smyth (22 March 1881 - 13 June 1945) was f678ea9f9e
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